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here's a summary of the features of the edna engine, which all contribute to the powerful set of
features that makes it a unique and highly versatile instrument. 1) edna is fully customisable to

produce sounds that suit your style. 2) edna engine is completely open, allowing you to move and
edit the edna engine's parts. 3) edna engine is fully dynamic, allowing you to create a wide range of

sounds. 4) edna engine is fully dynamic, allowing you to add compression and overdrive to every
sound. 5) edna engine is fully dynamic, allowing you to control the volume and pan of every sound.
6) edna engine is fully dynamic, allowing you to fade between the sounds. 7) edna engine is fully
dynamic, allowing you to move the notes up and down in pitch and scale. 8) edna engine is fully

dynamic, allowing you to add pitch bends to the sounds. 9) edna engine is fully dynamic, allowing
you to slide the notes up and down in pitch and scale. 10) edna engine is fully dynamic, allowing you
to add vibrato and tremolo to the sounds. 11) edna engine is fully dynamic, allowing you to control
the depth and width of the arpeggio. 12) edna engine has high resolution mode for fine control over
the sounds. 13) edna engine allows you to record your own sounds. 14) edna engine has a selection

of presets that are ready to use straight out of the box. 15) edna engine allows you to use the
included edna presets as well as your own. 16) edna engine has a selection of bonus patches that

are ready to use right out of the box.
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the following items have been changed in the application. use the standard
midi editor to edit the midi part of the patch. as well as our own internal midi
editor, there are also lots of free free and open source midi editors available

on the internet. we have provided a basic midi editor application in the
program, which is quite easy to use. there are three buttons: select, edit,

preview. the select button will display all the midi note names. the edit button
will open the midi editor and display all the midi notes in the file. the preview
button will display a colour coded display of all midi notes in the file, as they

are played. pressing the hold key will display the notes held or sustained.
pressing the release key will release the notes. pressing the play key will play

the file. pressing the stop key will stop the file. pressing the edit key will
display the edit button in the main window. this is used to edit the notes, midi
metadata, midi events and midi events sequence. the edit button will display
the main edit window, which you can use to enter notes, edit midi metadata,

edit midi events and edit midi events sequence. the metadata can be edited in
the options bar (right hand side, see picture). clicking the small arrow in the

bottom left of the options bar (right hand side) will display a menu (see
picture). from this menu, you can choose to edit the note headings for the

files, edit the name of the file, see the entire file contents, edit the midi events
(see below), and edit the midi events sequence. at the bottom left, a small

arrow, also in the options bar (right hand side) will display a menu, from which
you can choose the notes, midi metadata, midi events, midi events sequence

and midi events sequence. 5ec8ef588b
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